
POLICY RESOLUTION # 2 – Jonathan Association Board of Directors 

DATE:  February 8, 2011 

RE:  Safe Storage of Historic Jonathan Documents & Objects 

 

While reaffirming its history, heritage and traditions, Jonathan: 

1. From its origin as a “New Town” to its current status as the largest homeowners 

association in Minnesota – is unique and exceptional to the population growth of the 

City of Chaska; and 

 

2. From its earliest days as an aggressive proponent of ecology, environmentalism, respect 

for the land, and “nature as a neighbor” – has made many positive impacts upon the 

recreational land use strategies of the City of Chaska; and 

 

3. With its strong emphasis on providing equal and diverse housing opportunities for 

members of all racial and socio-economic backgrounds – has provided a guide to the 

residential planning efforts of the City of Chaska; and 

 

4. With its Annual Festival of Garage Sales, Fourth of July Celebration, Little Dance in 

Chaska, Cocoa & Coasting Sledding Party, Charter Organization responsibilities for BSA 

Troop # 589, and its role in the creation of The Renaissance Festival – has provided a 

“template” for the planning of community-building activities in the City of Chaska; and 

 

In addition to acknowledging that:  

5. The Jonathan Association does not possess an archival storage facility sufficient for the 

effective (e.g., safe from fire, theft, etc) preservation of documents and objects related 

to its history, heritage and traditions;  

The Jonathan Association Board of Directors resolves, by way of this Policy Resolution, in going 

forward from this date (02-08-2011) that every effort will be made by the Board to collect, 

identify and then seek safe-keeping for historically significant (especially irreplaceable “one of a 

kind”) Jonathan documents and objects with the Chaska Historical Society for permanent 

storage (in an “on loan from Jonathan” arrangement) at its Chaska History Center facility.   

 

________________________________________   ___________________   
Sandra J. Rossol, Secretary – Board of Directors  Date   


